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aboutness the totality of subjects explicitly or implicitly addressed in the text of a document, including but not
limited to the meaning(s) of the title, the stated and unstated intentions of the author, and the ways in which
the information may be used by readers. glossary of the social sciences - rogers state university glossary of the social sciences by frank w. elwell ... and use of the terms, create my own definition. i continue
adding to the glossary when i ... a social science, closely linked to sociology, that concentrates (though not
exclusively) on the study of traditional cultures—particularly hunting-and-gathering and glossary of social
studies terms and vocabulary - glossary of social studies terms and vocabulary a absolute advantage –
exists in the production of a good when one country can produce a good more efficiently than another country.
absolute location – the exact position on the globe using addresses, grid coordinates, or the imaginary lines of
longitude and latitude a simpli ed computer science glossary - university of idaho - a simpli ed
computer science glossary dr. robert b. heckendorn computer science department, university of idaho october
6, 2017 here is a very simple glossary of computer science terms. in some cases a narrow de nition is given for
simplicity sake. this makes a good glossary for an introduction to computer science. you should also check out
the ... pocket glossary t of computer terms n from a to z - nea - basic computer terms from a to z antispyware 1. program that helps to block and prevent spyware and other malware infections on a computer 2.
monitor incoming data from email, websites, and downloads of files and stop spyware programs from getting a
foothold in the computer operating system (see malware, spyware) antivirus program glossary physics iintroduction - uni salzburg - glossary physics (i-introduction) - efficiency: the percent of the work put into a
machine that is converted into useful work output; = work done / energy used [-]. = eta in machines: the work
output of any machine cannot exceed the work input (
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